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The increasing adoption of smart systems in our daily life has led to the development of new applications with
varying performance and energy constraints, and suitable computing architectures need to be developed for
these new applications. In this article, we present gem5-X, a system-level simulation framework, based on
gem-5, for architectural exploration of heterogeneous many-core systems. To demonstrate the capabilities
of gem5-X, real-time video analytics is used as a case-study. It is composed of two kernels, namely, video
encoding and image classification using convolutional neural networks (CNNs). First, we explore through
gem5-X the benefits of latest 3D high bandwidth memory (HBM2) in different architectural configurations.
Then, using a two-step exploration methodology, we develop a new optimized clustered-heterogeneous ar-
chitecture with HBM2 in gem5-X for video analytics application. In this proposed clustered-heterogeneous
architecture, ARMv8 in-order cluster with in-cache computing engine executes the video encoding kernel,
giving 20% performance and 54% energy benefits compared to baseline ARM in-order and Out-of-Order sys-
tems, respectively. Furthermore, thanks to gem5-X, we conclude that ARM Out-of-Order clusters with HBM2
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are the best choice to run visual recognition using CNNs, as they outperform DDR4-based system by up to
30% both in terms of performance and energy savings.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of online services and increasing adoption of digital products have influenced all
spheres of our lives. This increased digitization of the society has led to the emergence of new ap-
plications, which are deployed all the way from High Performance Computing (HPC) systems
and cloud servers to mobile devices. Consequently, this situation has led to data centers consuming
0.8% (200 TWh) of the global energy in 2019 [24]. These new emerging applications, such as video
analytics [2], autonomous driving, natural language processing, content recommendation [37], bio-
informatics and genome sequencing [49], have different performance/energy requirements and are
deployed on a variety of different platforms. To optimize these performance/energy constraints,
a system-level simulator is required that is capable of simulating multi-threaded applications in a
full-system environment with a complete operating system (OS) on a heterogeneous multi-core
system. Furthermore, the simulator should also be capable of a detailed system-level profiling to
identify the bottlenecks, therefore, helping in designing strategies and architectures to alleviate
these bottlenecks.

In this article, we present gem5-X (“a gem5-based full-system simulator with architectural eXten-
sions”) and demonstrate its capabilities to seamlessly analyze multi-threaded applications, enable
various architectural extensions both for the compute and memory sub-systems, and explore var-
ious architecture parameters to have an overall performance-energy optimized architecture. The
video analytics application is used as a case study to demonstrate the architectural and system-
level characterization capabilities of the gem5-X framework. Moreover, gem5-X is generic enough
to be used for detailed architectural analysis in any other application. Then, we present an op-
timization methodology based on local exploration and optimization for each individual kernel
and then a global optimization for the whole application to have complete optimized system. Each
kernel can have its own optimized architecture, which might be different from another kernel, but
collectively all those locally optimized kernels make up the complete optimized application. Hence,
we develop a heterogeneous system-level architecture and ensure that all the kernels and system
components are working coherently with each other.

As previously mentioned, real-time video analytics, dubbed as the next-generation “killer-app”
[2], is used in a wide range of domains, from video surveillance for security and monitoring, safety
on construction sites, traffic monitoring and thermal monitoring to identify patients with fever,
as well as for fire hazards [35, 57]. Real-time video analytics is also used for autonomous drone
navigation and rescue drone missions, e.g., during earthquakes, floods, or rescuing people at sea
[25, 36]. Autonomous drones are also being deployed for deliveries of parcels by many companies
around the globe. The emerging market of smart autonomous cars, along with their Advance
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Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS), use video analytics as one of the core components of the
system to detect obstacles, traffic signs, and signals to navigate the car accordingly [45, 46]. Hence,
this “killer-app” is being deployed all the way from low-power edge devices to high-performance
cloud servers.

Video analytics is a combination of two kernels, namely, video processing (or video encoding)
along with image classification and detection. The video encoding kernel has to meet the perfor-
mance and Quality-of-Service (QoS) constraints of processing at 24 frames-per-second (FPS)

for a seamless user viewing experience. Image classification has real-time constraints in real sce-
narios such as in surveillance to identify and alert of a potential security breach or safety alert
on a construction site, collision avoidance in drone navigation, and safety features and decision
processing in autonomous cars and ADAS systems. These different use-cases of video analytics on
different architectures, such as surveillance in the cloud and drone navigation on the edge, require
to have a performance and energy-optimized architecture while meeting the real-time constraints.
The optimized architecture will enable longer battery life for edge devices and lower energy costs
as well availability of resources to serve more users on the cloud. Hence, a system-level simulator
is required to optimize the performance and energy of the complete system for multi-threaded
applications on different architectures, either on the edge or in the cloud.

The main contributions of the article are as follows:

• We present the new gem5-X simulation platform, capable of simulating heterogeneous com-
pute cores clusters and accelerators along with heterogeneous memory types such as the
traditional DDR4 and 3D stacked memories.

• The 3D stacked High Bandwidth Memory v2 (HBM2) memory model in gem5-X is up-
dated with improved interleaving to uniformly distribute the memory traffic. It is then ana-
lyzed with the STREAM benchmark, giving insight into memory bandwidth (BW) scaling
and the potential BW bottlenecks in the system.

• A two-step architectural exploration and optimization methodology, capitalizing on our new
gem5-X platform, is presented and showcased for a complex application like video analytics,
composed of two kernels, namely, video encoding and image recognition using CNNs.

• We explore and optimize the architecture with video analytics application as a case-study,
using the two-step methodology. We demonstrate a fully functional heterogeneous archi-
tecture with ARMv8 in-order cores with an in-cache computing engine called BLADE [55]
for video encoding, along with ARMv8 Out-of-Order (OoO) cores on a separate cluster in
the system for visual recognition tasks. For video encoding kernel, we achieve 20% and 54%
performance improvement when using ARM in-order cores with BLADE compared to base-
line ARM in-order and OoO core system, respectively. Additionally, replacing the DDR4 by
HBM2 further improves the performance and energy efficiency by 10%. In the heterogeneous
system along with HBM2, we achieve both performance and energy benefits of up to 30% in
comparison to an equivalent system with DDR4, which in fact cannot meet the performance
requirements for visual recognition tasks on OoO cores.

2 RELATED WORK

State-of-the-art complex applications deployed across the range of compute devices from edge
devices to servers in the cloud require new innovative and heterogeneous architectures to run
optimally in terms of performance and energy efficiency [54]. Full system architectural simulators
are required for fast architectural exploration with accurate estimations of performance and energy
to give an insight during the initial design phase by enabling early deployment of the application
on the simulation platform and reduce the time-to-market of new products [14, 59].
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Quite a lot of research has gone into developing architectural simulators, but each has its own
shortcomings. Sniper [12] is a multi-core simulator with fast turnaround time, but only supports
traditional x86 architectures. Simics [33] is another architectural simulator enabling applications
to run on different hardware platforms. It is combined with Simflex [18] for timing information,
but is limited to SPARC architectures only. Gem5 [9] is a full-system (FS) architectural simulator
being widely used both in academia and industry, as it supports multiple ISAs, such as x86, ARMv7
ARMv8, MIPS, and ALPHA. In addition to a variety of ISAs, it also supports different CPU models
for these ISAs, such as atomic, in-order, and OoO CPU models, as well as multiple caching proto-
cols and coherences. On the memory side, it supports many traditional and emerging memories.
Further, gem5 supports FS simulations via different Linux-based operating systems such as Ubuntu
and Android, enabling applications to run as they would on a real platform. However, gem5 is quite
slow with long simulation turnaround times. Also, not all configurations in gem5 are tested, and
many models do not work in conjunction with others straight out-of-the-box (OOB).

Our initial version of gem5-X [50] was a simulation platform that enhanced gem5 with OOB
architectural extensions and new memory models. It enabled seamless FS simulation with profiling
support to analyze the speedup and gains of the functional blocks within the application as a result
of new architectural extensions and optimizations. It also provided file-sharing support between
the host machine and the simulated system using workload automation (WA), which is built
into the Linux kernel provided for gem5-X. Therefore, it reduced the simulation turnaround time
when debugging the application on a novel architecture within gem5-X.

In this new version of gem5-X, we support heterogeneous architectures, such as in-order and
OoO cores along with custom accelerators like an in-cache computing engine [55]. In addition
to heterogeneity at the compute side, it also supports heterogeneous memory types like DDR4
alongside 3D stacked HBM2, thus enabling a highly heterogeneous system with full Linux stack. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that simulates a complete Linux-based system with
clustered heterogeneous compute cores (in-order and OoO) with in-cache computing engine along
with 3D stacked HBM2 memory. In this article, we also perform the bandwidth (BW) analysis on
HBM2 memory model in the new gem5-X using the STREAM benchmark [34] to validate that it
provides the required BW in comparison to DDR4, as will be discussed in Section 4.3.

With increasing growth and popularity of cloud-based services, many of the emerging work-
loads can be deployed either on the cloud or on HPC systems. Gem5-X supports virtual machines

(VMs) that can be deployed in the cloud infrastructure, as discussed in Reference [44]. It can also be
used to explore and optimize architectures for HPC workloads. In particular, the work in Reference
[49] demonstrates the use of gem5-X in enabling architectural exploration for the next-generation
of genome sequencing HPC workloads.

3 VIDEO ANALYTICS APPLICATION

The gem5-X simulation framework supports full Linux stack and is generic enough to run and
optimize any multi-threaded application, but to demonstrate its capabilities, a real-time video ana-
lytics application is used as a case-study in the context of this article. The choice of this particular
application is due to two reasons. First, video analytics is deployed and used in different spheres
of our daily life, e.g., in surveillance for safety and security, drone navigation, and autonomous
cars. These different scenarios also present a challenge to system architectures because of differ-
ent compute capabilities and energy constraints of the systems, all the way from the edge device
to the cloud servers. The second reason for using video analytics as a case-study application is
because of the complexity of the application itself and the fact that it is composed of two distinct
kernels—video encoding and image classification using CNNs. This gives us the opportunity to
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Fig. 1. Video analytics application composed of two kernels running concurrently, i.e., video encoding using

Kvazaar [60] and image classification/detection using CNNs.

Table 1. Video Analytics Application Scenarios

Case Video Image Classification

Resolution (FPS)

(pixels)

Surveillance: Construction Site/Pedestrians [35, 57] 640 × 480 5
Drone Navigation [25, 36] 300 × 200 10
Autonomous Driving and ADAS [45, 46] 640 × 480 15

exploit and demonstrate the capabilities of gem5-X in optimizing various memory and compute
sub-systems to have an overall optimized architecture.

3.1 Video Analytics Application Structure

As depicted in Figure 1, real-time video analytics consists of two kernels running in parallel along-
side each other, namely, video encoding/processing and image classification and detection [32, 51].
Video encoding is used to encode the video stream and transmit it to the end-user or to store it
in the cloud, e.g., in a security video surveillance system, the video is being streamed to a control
room or stored in the cloud [35]; in case of a drone navigation system, it is being transmitted to the
drone pilot [25]. In addition, to video encoding, the video frames from the video stream are being
analyzed simultaneously by the image classification application. CNN-based image classification
may be used for facial recognition, counting people, and potential hazard on a construction site
in case of surveillance application [57]. It is also used for obstacle detection in drone navigation
[25, 36] and autonomous cars [45, 46]. In a drone rescue mission, it can be used by drones to identify
people at sea, in flood, or in the rubble during an earthquake. In essence, both the video encoding
and image classification needs to run side-by-side for a fully functional video analytics. The video
encoding needs to process 24 FPS for a seamless user experience. Simultaneously, the image classi-
fication needs to classify a number FPS depending on the application scenario. Table 1 summarizes
the various application scenarios of video analytics application with different resolutions for video
encoding and image classification/detection rate.

In the following sections, we will present the video encoding and image classification kernels,
both of which together make up the video analytics.

3.2 Video Encoding

Video encoding is an essential part of video analytics. It also has significant importance in on-
line video streaming services, which contributed 58% of downstream internet traffic in 2018 [53],
hence, the need for a performance-energy-optimized video encoding application. For this purpose,
Kvazaar [60], a state-of-the-art open source High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) application,
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Fig. 2. Image partitioning and resize for input image resolution of (a) 300x200 pixels, (b) 640x480 pixels.

compliant with H.265 coding standard, is used as real-time video encoding kernel. HEVC offers
twice the compression of its predecessors, but at the cost of significantly increased computational
cost [10].

In HEVC encoder, the most complex block is the motion estimation of the video, which plays
a critical role in compression (and therefore, bandwidth) and quality. The goal of encoding is to
serve videos to users in real-time, i.e., achieving a sustained frame rate of 24 FPS, regardless of the
video resolution. Real-time HEVC encoding is achieved by means of thread-level parallelization
of different blocks. In this work, we choose Kvazaar, as it comes with a wider range of parallel
processing capabilities. Kvazaar is very well optimized for software, leaving limited headroom for
further software-based optimization.

As discussed in Reference [50], FIR filter and the Sum of Absolute Transform Differences

(SATD) are the two dominating blocks in Kvazaar that represent 21% and 26% of overall instruc-
tions executed, respectively. The remaining 53% of the computation is spread in chunks of less
than 10% (in average 7%) instructions in other blocks. Hence, we will focus on defining a suit-
able architecture with gem5-X to optimize the execution of the FIR filter and SATD block in
Kvazaar.

3.3 Image classification using CNNs

The video analytics includes video encoding, which is either sent to the end-user or stored in the
cloud, and CNN-based visual recognition, as discussed in References [13, 32, 51]. CNN-based image
recognition is now becoming a standard in both the industry and academia for computer vision
tasks because of the impressive results they have achieved [30]. All the case study scenarios of
surveillance, drone navigation, and ADAS use CNNs for the visual recognition part of the applica-
tion, as discussed in References [25, 57], and [46], respectively. Because of ample research in CNN
architectures, there are a variety of CNNs to choose from [8]. The choice to deploy a particular
CNN depends on various factors such as accuracy, inference time, memory requirements, computa-
tion complexity, and the size of the network. As the video analytics scenarios presented in Table 1
vary from being deployed on the edge device like in drone navigation all the way up to highend
cloud servers like in a surveillance system. Therefore, the CNN we select should meet the memory,
computational complexity, and performance requirements in all the scenarios.

MobileNet [20] is an efficient CNN architecture that can be deployed on the edge as well as
in the cloud. It has a Top-1 accuracy of 70.4% on the Imagenet benchmark, which is better than
other complex popular CNNs, such as GoogleNet, Alexnet, and Squeezenet. MobileNet-v1 is also
quite small in size and complexity, and it is feasible to be deployed on the edge node. MobileNet
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has previously been used in surveillance [57], drone navigation [26, 61], and autonomous cars and
ADAS [29]. As most of the edge nodes are based on ARM architectures, we use the ARM Compute

Library (ACL) [5] framework to deploy MobileNet. The limitation of MobileNet is that it can only
process image sizes of up to 224x224 pixels, smaller than the case-study scenarios listed in Table 1.
Hence, for these images to be processed by MobileNet, we perform image partitioning and resizing
(if required) as shown in Figure 2. For the 300x200 pixel frame, we partition it into two 224x224
images. Since, the resolution of the resulting two 224x224 images is greater than the original image,
we use the extra pixels to overlap the split images horizontally. This overlap allows us to detect
objects that would have otherwise been split between images. The unused pixels at the bottom of
the images are ignored and filled with black, as shown in Figure 2(a). For the frame resolution of
640x480, we first resize it to 640x448 pixels, so it can evenly be distributed vertically to 224 pixel
size. After that, we partition it to six 224x224 pixel images, with the extra pixels being used to
overlap the adjacent images to avoid splitting of objects between images, as shown in Figure 2(b).
The partitioned images are then sent to MobileNet-v1 for image recognition.

MobileNet has been used in our case study, as it is a small, fast, and high accuracy CNN, which
makes it feasible to be used both on the energy-constrained edge device, as well as on the servers
in the cloud. It has also previously been used in our case-study scenarios in Table 1. However, any
other CNN can be used instead of MobileNet, but the methodology we will use in the following
sections will remain the same.

4 GEM5-X SIMULATION PLATFORM

The proposed gem5-X simulation platform [50] is the enabler for the architectural exploration and
optimization of our case-study real-time video analytics application (cf. Section 3). The platform is
composed of compute cores and memory devices. It simulates an ARMv8 64-bit ISA FS simulation
with Linux kernel 4.3 and Ubuntu 16.04/18.04 as the OS. It also has application profiling support
provided by the gperf profiler [17], with minimal overhead, to identify bottlenecks within the
application executing in the simulator. In addition, gem5-X also supports 9P [28] over virtual IO
[42], for fast modification and sharing of files between the simulated and host system.

The video analytics application has both high compute and memory requirements. Hence, we
will now look into the compute and memory sub-systems of the gem5-X platform, as shown in
Figure 3, with different exploration parameters highlighted in red.

4.1 Compute Sub-system

Gem5-X enables different strategies and aspects of the compute sub-system.

• Type of Cores: Gem5-X supports ARMv8 64-bit energy-efficient in-order cores as well as
high-performance out-of-order (OoO) cores, both with a validation error of up to 4% as
shown in our previous work [50]. We have added support for heterogeneous architecture
simulation allowing both in-order and OoO cores to be simulated simultaneously, with dif-
ferent applications or application kernels being allocated efficiently to different core types
to maximize performance, as well as energy efficiency, as described in Section 6.3.1.

• Clustering: Gem5-X enables clustering of the compute cores, both for heterogeneous as
well as homogeneous core types. Each cluster has it own last-level-cache (LLC). System
architects can further expand the cluster implementation with each cluster having its own
independent clock. Clustering enables independent applications or independent kernels of
the application that do not share resources with other kernels of the application to execute
on independent multi-core cluster with its own LLC.
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Fig. 3. Gem5-X platform with architectural ex-

ploration parameters.

Fig. 4. 3D stacked HBM2 architecture.

• Accelerator Support: Gem5-X supports adding custom accelerators for specific tasks. To
utilize the added accelerator, in FS mode simulation, one can either memory map or trigger
it via a custom instruction. In case of memory mapping of the accelerator, it acts as an ex-
ternal device in the system. For an accelerator tightly integrated within the CPU pipeline,
adding a custom instruction is the more feasible approach. For the video encoding part of
our case-study application, an in-cache computational engine called BLADE [55] was added
to the L1-D cache for increased performance and energy-efficient execution of Kvazaar, ac-
celerating certain FIR filter and the SATD blocks within it, as presented in Reference [50].
The accelerator is supported in conjunction with heterogeneous compute cores as well as
clustering.

• ISA Extension: To support an accelerator or to add a new functional unit within the CPU
core, gem5-X supports ISA extension, using the reserved op-codes of the original ISA spec-
ifications. To support BLADE in FS mode, we added a custom instruction using one of the
unused opcodes in ARMv8 ISA specification [4]. The accelerator can be used by issuing
in-line assembly calls to the new instruction in C/C++.

• Core Count: Gem5-X enables many-core simulation with support for 256 cores simulation.
In this work, the number of cores we need are up to 31 cores, as discussed in Section 4.3.2.

4.2 Memory Sub-system

The memory sub-system is as essential as the compute sub-system, especially in the case of mem-
ory intensive applications, like the video analytics application. During video encoding, the raw
video frames are read from memory and the encoded frames written back to it. During MobileNet
CNN image classification, the input image, the weights, and the parameters of the network are both
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stored in memory and have to be accessed for each image inference. Hence, memories with high
bandwidth help in alleviating the memory bottleneck in these memory-intensive applications.

The 3D High Bandwidth Memory v2 (HBM2) [58] can achieve a bandwidth of up to 307.2
GB/s, enabled by multiple channels and the Through Silicon Vias (TSVs) that connect the 3D
stacked DRAM banks. Gem5-X implements the HBM2 memory model with timing estimates as in
Reference [50]. Thus, we have updated the memory interleaving among different channels for the
HBM2 model to uniformly distribute the memory accesses among different channels. No additional
support is required from the software perspective, thus enabling any application to be executed
either on a traditional DDR4- or HBM2-based memory system in FS mode without modifying the
software. Figure 4 shows the 3D stacked HBM2 with multiple channels in gem5-X. Each channel
is 128 bits wide; hence, for 8-channels HBM2, the system bus is configured to be 1,024 bits wide.

Gem5-X also supports heterogeneous memory types such as traditional DDR4 along with 3D
HBM2 simultaneously in the same system. Both memories are mmapped separately in the gem5-X
configuration file. During the Linux boot-up, one of the memories is defined as the base memory,
with the full address space available to the kernel. The other memory can then be allocated us-
ing mmap(), from within the application, if required. By default, allocations are done to the base
memory defined during the kernel boot.

4.3 HBM2 Bandwidth Analysis

The gem5-X ARMv8 compute cores were already tuned to have a validation error of up to 4% in our
previous work. In this article, we now perform the bandwidth (BW) analysis on HBM2 memory
model in gem5-X to validate that it provides the required BW in comparison to DDR4 and also to
check that the memory traffic is being uniformly distributed among different memory channels,
as mentioned previously in Section 2. STREAM [34], which is a well-known memory bandwidth
benchmark, is used for the HBM2 bandwidth analysis.

4.3.1 BW Analysis Methodology. Figure 5 shows the methodology for the analysis of HBM2
BW and its comparison to DDR4 in gem5-X using the STREAM benchmark by changing various
architectural parameters in the system.

• Input: The STREAM benchmark is used as a benchmark on the ARM-based platform.
The input array size of the benchmark is set to 100M, which is equivalent to a memory
requirement of 2.2 GB. The array size is chosen to have a tradeoff between memory utiliza-
tion and simulation turnaround time, which increases linearly with the increase in array
size.

• Memory Channels: We run STREAM for HBM2 with 1, 2, 4, and 8 memory channels to see
the effect of channel count on BW.

• Memory Types: We use both HBM2 and DDR4 as memory types to compare their perfor-
mance. DDR4 is used with 1, 2, and 4 memory channels, as the number of channels scale
from 1 to 4 in commercially available DDR4-based systems when we move from low-power
mobile devices to high-end server-class systems [21–23].

• Core Types: All the benchmark experiments are run for both ARMv8 in-order and OoO cores.
• Core Frequency: We repeat all the benchmark experiments at 1 GHz, 2 GHz, and 4 GHz core

frequencies. The 4 GHz frequency is used just for scaling analysis, as we are not aware of
any ARM cores operating at 4 GHz.

• Core Count: As we want to analyze the effect of core count on BW, we benchmark core
counts of 8 and 16 cores.

• Cache Hierarchy: We also look into changes of the cache hierarchy, namely, the effects of
no-LLC system in comparison to system with LLC.
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Fig. 5. Methodology for BW analysis using STREAM benchmark.

Fig. 6. BW scaling of HBM2 with respect to the number of channels and core frequency in comparison to

DDR4 for both 8 in-order and OoO cores when running the STREAM benchmark.

• Analysis: In addition to analysing the results after changing each architectural parameter
discussed in this methodology, we globally analyze the results and run the experiment with
a change in any architectural parameters necessary.

4.3.2 Bandwidth Analysis Results. We now look into the BW analysis results of HBM2 in com-
parison to DDR4.

• Figure 6 shows the scaling of HBM2 bandwidth with the number of channels and core fre-
quency, as compared to DDR4 with 1, 2, and 4 channels, for 8-core ARM in-order and OoO
systems with a LLC (L2) of 1 MB. We see that the BW increases with the number of channels.
HBM2 performs better than DDR4 by 5% for both in-order and OoO cores for same number
of channels, whereas 8-channel HBM2 gives up to 34% and 48% more BW as compared to
single channel DDR4, for in-order and OoO cores, respectively. Moreover, 8-channel HBM2
gives up to 12% and 19% more BW as compared to 4-channel DDR4. BW scales with the core
frequency for 8 in-order cores as in Figure 6(a). We also see that OoO cores utilize much more
of the available BW as compared to in-order cores at the same frequency. However, the BW
scaling with frequency is low after 2 GHz. To investigate this further, we run STREAM with
higher number of cores as discussed below.

• We run the STREAM benchmark for 16 ARM in-order and OoO cores, both with LLC. Figure 7
shows that BW saturates for OoO cores at higher frequency, and BW utilization of in-order
cores converge to that of OoO cores. If we compare the BW of 8-OoO cores in Figure 6(b) to
that of 16-OoO cores in Figure 7, the BW does not scale with the increase in the core count of
OoO cores. However, it does scale with the number of in-order cores. The BW of 8-channel
HBM2 is 44%–46% higher than 1-channel DDR4 and 17%–19% higher than 4-channel DDR4.
Hence, we limit ourselves to 8-channel HBM2 BW scaling analysis for now.

• Through our analysis of the data path between the compute cores and memory, we observe
that the LLC is the bottleneck on the available BW, which explains why OoO cores do not
exhibit a linear scaling with the number of cores. However, the reduced bandwidth scaling
is also an indication of better performance, as the memory is being accessed less frequently
due to the caching effects of LLC. However, we remove the LLC from the system and run
the STREAM benchmark again. As shown in Figure 8, the BW scales with number of cores
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Fig. 7. BW scaling with frequency for 16 cores.

Fig. 8. BW scaling of HBM2 with core count and core frequency with no LLC.

both for in-order and OoO cores without the LLC. From Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b), it is
also evident that OoO cores can utilize almost 2× more BW as compared to in-order cores.
Also, these figures show that the BW utilization depends on the core count and type of cores.
Thus, the BW provided by HBM2 is available, the greater the number of cores, the more its
utilization. However, we observe that the BW utilization does not scale linearly in relation
to the core frequency and remains almost constant.

• We investigate the L1 cache to see if it is causing any bottlenecks in relation to BW scal-
ing with frequency. We change the size of miss-status-holding-registers (MSHR)1 from
4 to 10. However, there was no change in BW for in-order cores, and around 16% BW im-
provement for OoO cores when using 10 MSHRs instead of 4. However, the change with
frequency scaling was still quite constant. Hence, the reason for almost constant BW being
accessed across different frequencies is not due to L1, but results from the fact that the core
frequency to issue memory request is high compared to HBM2 serving those requests. Thus,
whenever the request goes to HBM2, the cores are stalled waiting for memory to respond
to those read/write accesses. As STREAM is a memory intensive benchmark, changing the
core frequency does not improve the stressed BW of the memory.

4.4 Power Models and Area

In addition to performance analysis using gem5-X, we are also interested in the power and energy
consumption of the systems. However, we did not use gem5 or McPAT power model, as proposed
by References [52] and [11], respectively, as they both are for ARMv7 32-bit ISA, whereas we are
using ARMv8 64-bit cores. For the CPU energy analysis, we use the power model for 28 nm CMOS
bulk technology node for ARM 64-bit in-order and OoO cores proposed in References [44] and [50].
This power model includes the core active, static, and wait-for-memory (WFM) energy, LLC
read/write, and static cache energy. For the memory power models, power values as reported in
References [31] and [43] are used for DDR4 and HBM2, respectively. Counters in gem5-X statistics

1MSHRs keep track of outstanding cache misses, thus enabling multiple accesses and outstanding misses in the cache.
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Fig. 9. Architectural exploration and optimization methodology.

such as active CPU cycles, WFM cycles, cache read and writes hits, and main memory accesses are
used for power modeling.

For area estimates, we use the values reported in References [16] and [15] for ARM OoO and
in-order cores, respectively.

5 ARCHITECTURAL EXPLORATION AND OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY

We propose a methodology to explore and optimize architectures for applications that are com-
posed of multiple kernels such as the video analytics application or multiple independent appli-
cations allocated simultaneously on a platform. Figure 9 shows the two-step methodology for ar-
chitectural exploration and optimization of this multiple kernel scenario. The first step is the local
architectural optimization for each kernel based on its own bottlenecks and compute/memory re-
quirements. The optimization is on both compute and memory fronts, exploiting their respective
architectural parameters as presented in Figure 9, Step 1, and also discussed in Figure 3 in Section
4. Once all the kernels are independently architecturally optimized, we co-allocate them together
and globally optimize the architecture for all kernels, if further necessary, as in Figure 9, Step 2.
The optimization strategy in Step 2 is the same as for local optimization in Step 1, both on compute
and memory side, hence leaving limited room for further optimization, unless there are conflicting
architectural requirements between different applications. In such a scenario, the focus is on mini-
mum performance requirements or QoS for each kernel and then further explore the architecture.

Our case-study video analytics application is composed of two kernels, video encoding and
CNN-based image recognition. Hence, the complexity of the methodology in Figure 9 is linear.
However, if there is an application with more than two independent kernels, i.e., N > 2, then the
complexity for the exploration methodology will still be linear. In such scenario, we would co-
allocate all independent architecturally optimized kernels as in Step 2, because they do not share
any resources except for at shared cache or the main memory level. The shared caches can be made
independent and private for each kernel with the clustering approach.

6 COMPUTE RESOURCE ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION FOR REAL-TIME

VIDEO ANALYTICS

To have an optimal architecture in terms of performance and energy efficiency for our case-study
video analytics, we use the two-step exploration methodology discussed in Section 5. Therefore,
as in Step 1 of the methodology in Figure 9, we do a separate architectural exploration and opti-
mization for Kvazaar and MobileNet. Then, we co-allocate them together on a single platform as
a video-analytics application and perform global optimization as in Step 2 of the methodology.
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Table 2. Initial Experimental Setup

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

Number of Cores 4 Core Frequency 2 GHz DDR4 size 4 GB
L1-I cache, L1-D cache 32 KB, 32 KB L1-I, L1-D associativity 2 L1 MSHRS 4
LLC size 1 MB LLC associativity 2 LLC MSHRS 20
Cache Coherence Protocol MOESI

6.1 Kvazaar Video Encoding

Kvazaar [60] is an open-source HEVC transcoding application capable of performing both online
encoding and decoding. For video analytics, we are interested only in the video encoding part of
Kvazaar. The performance requirement for encoding is 24 FPS to have a seamless user experience.
Hence, for all video resolutions in Table 1, we need to meet 24 FPS requirement. As discussed in
Section 3.2 and in Reference [50], FIR filter and SATD are the two dominating blocks in the Kvazaar
encoder. Hence, we will focus on optimizing the architecture for these significantly contributing
blocks to have an architecture optimized for the overall application.

6.1.1 Experimental Setup. We use ARMv8 64-bit cores booted in Ubuntu 16.04 OS. As a starting
point, gem5-X is configured as the ARM JUNO platform [3], which is a validated configuration as
in our previous work [50]. The initial configuration is summarized in Table 2.

Our experimental setup is based on general-purpose compute cores (ARMv8 cores) and not
ASICs, as quite a lot of effort and time is required for the development of an ASIC. A software-
based solution can ease this with just downloading and optimizing the code and running it on
available general-purpose compute system. Furthermore, applications developed to run on ASIC
cannot be updated/upgraded if there are new improvements to the algorithm. However, CPU-based
system allows for updating the currently deployed application with updated or new algorithms on
the same platform.

6.1.2 Profiling, Bottlenecks, and Sweeping Parameters. We profiled Kvazaar using Valgrind [38]
on ARM JUNO and gperf [17] in gem5-X. On the computational dominancy end, FIR and SATD
blocks were dominating with 21% and 26% instructions, respectively, and hence they are potential
candidates for optimization. The remaining 53% was distributed among other blocks with contribu-
tions of less than 10% and hence not considered for optimization. This profiling data was consistent
for both ARM in-order and OoO cores and also both in gem5-X as well as ARM JUNO.

On the memory side, the L1 cache miss rate was 4.8% and 5.2% for FIR and SATD, respectively,
indicating high locality. Hence, we sweep the sizes of both L1 and LLC from 8 KB to 128 KB and
512 KB to 16 MB, respectively, to find the optimal size. The L1 size of 32 KB along with a LLC
of 1 MB is found to be optimal in terms of both performance and area, as also discussed in Refe-
rence [50].

6.1.3 BLADE - In-cache Computing Engine. BLADE is a hardware extension for CPU caches that
enables computing directly within the cache. Blade operations are performed by first precharging
the bitlines of the cache subarray, as illustrated in Figure 10(a). Then, two wordlines are activated
simultaneously, thus allowing the contents of two rows of bitcells to be connected to the bitlines,
as illustrated in Figure 10(b). The bitlines are discharged according to the contents of the bitcells,
resulting in an and operation on the bitline and a nor operation on the inverse bitline. These sig-
nals can be further combined via a nor gate to achieve a xor operation. Finally, further processing
allows complex operations such as addition and multiplication to be performed [55, 56]. The oper-
ation results are then written back to the cache. Application runtime is improved in two respects:
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Fig. 10. Cache subarray with AND/NOR/XOR bitline computing on values A=0 and B=0. Bitwise operations

are performed by first (a) precharging the bitlines, then (b) activating multiple wordlines, thus discharging

the bitlines through the connected bitcells.

first, data movement is reduced, and second, Single Operation Multiple Data (SIMD) opera-
tions can be performed on multiple operands simultaneously, for example 128 1-byte operations
in a cache with two subarrays and 64-byte wordlines. It also reduces energy consumption, as the
computation is performed in the cache, hence saving energy both on the internal bus transactions
as well as static energy for the idle core when the data is being fetched.

BLADE provides acceleration primarily for applications that exhibit high cache locality, as it
performs SIMD operations on many physically successive operands. Since FIR and SATD perform
simple operations with high cache locality, they are potential candidates for BLADE acceleration,
as discussed in Reference [50], and have thus been modified at the source-code level to support
BLADE operations. BLADE has been incorporated in the L1 cache for ARM in-order cores.

6.1.4 Architecture Exploration - Results and Analysis. There are two video resolutions, 300x200
pixels and 640x480 pixels, that cover all three-video analytic case-study scenarios, namely, surveil-
lance, drone navigation, and autonomous cars, as presented in Table 1. Therefore, for the architec-
tural exploration and optimization of Kvazaar, we will be using these two resolutions. Our baseline
architecture will be as in Table 2, with ARMv8 64-bit in-order cores with the core count dependent
on video resolution to meet the 24 FPS requirement. BLADE will be used as an accelerator along
with ARMv8 in-order cores. We will also be comparing the performance to ARMv8 OoO cores.

• 300x200 Resolution: Figure 11(a) shows the performance and energy benefits of ARM 4-core
in-order system with BLADE and ARM 4 OoO cores in comparison to the baseline of ARM 4
in-order cores, all operating at 2 GHz and DDR4 as main memory, while processing 300x200
resolution video at 24 FPS or more. We observe that 4 in-order cores with BLADE are around
8% performance efficient, with a negligible energy overhead of 1% as compared to in-order
system without BLADE. OoO cores, however, improve performance by 45% but at the cost of
consuming 44.44% more energy than 4 in-order cores. Hence, we scale the OoO core count
to 2-cores, to just meet the 24 FPS and not more.
Also, we select 4 in-order cores with BLADE as our reference and compare their energy and
area to 2-OoO cores. Now both systems have the same performance to encode at 24 FPS, but
2 OoO cores consume 45% more energy along with an area overhead of 31%, as depicted in
Figure 11(b). Therefore, a 4-core in-order system with BLADE is the optimal architecture for
300x200 resolution video.
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Fig. 11. Performance, energy, and area comparison for Kvazaar video encoding of 300x200 resolution video.

Fig. 12. Performance, energy, and area comparison for video encoding of 640x480 resolution video.

• 640x480 Resolution: For 640x480 resolution video, we start with a core count of 4 cores for
ARM in-order, in-order with BLADE, and OoO cores at 2 GHz. As shown in Figure 12(a),
4 in-order cores with BLADE perform 20% better than in-order cores without BLADE in
terms of FPS, along with 18% less energy consumption. The performance and energy ben-
efit for in-order cores with BLADE is more in comparison to 300x200 resolution video, as
a larger dataset exploits more cache capacity and provides more opportunities for using
BLADE vector processing in the cache. The OoO cores improve performance by 45%, but
consume 44% percent more energy in comparison to in-order without BLADE, similar to
300x200 resolution video. However, with 4 cores none of these architectures meet the 24
FPS requirement. Hence, we increase the core count until the 24 FPS requirement is met.
For in-order cores without BLADE, we increase the number of cores to 12 to reach 24 FPS,
whereas, with BLADE only 10 cores are necessary, indicating a performance benefit of 20%.
The number of OoO cores at 2 GHz required to encode 24 FPS is 6. While processing 24 FPS
for a 640x480 resolution video, we compare the energy and area required for OoO cores in
comparison to in-order cores with BLADE. We find that 10 in-order cores with BLADE are
54% more energy-efficient compared to 6 OoO cores, and at the same time taking 43% less
area as well, as shown in Figure 12(b).

The BLADE in-cache computing engine reduces the energy consumption, as it operates on larger
dataset using the single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) approach as discussed in References
[50, 55]. Furthermore, it reduces the data movement between cache and the functional units in
the CPU, as the operations are performed in cache, which reduces the energy consumption. For
the video encoding kernel, Table 3 shows the core and memory power for 300x200 and 640x480
resolution videos while meeting the 24 FPS requirement. Here, we see that the energy reductions
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Table 3. Time, Core Power (at 2 GHz) and Memory Power for Video Encoding,

while Meeting 24 FPS Requirement

Parameter 300x200 Video Resolution 640x480 Video Resolution
In-order
4 Cores

OoO 2
Cores

In-order 4 Cores
with BLADE

In-order
12 Cores

OoO 6
Cores

In-order 10 Cores
with BLADE

Time (s) 1.002 1.0942 0.918 1.006 1.092 0.962

Core
Power (W)

0.872 1.460 0.8567 3.835 6.448 2.987

Memory
Power (W)

0.0291 0.0259 0.141 0.175 0.137 0.444

Table 4. MobileNet Classification Rate for Various Application Scenarios

Case FPS - Original Resolution FPS - Split Images

Surveillance (640x480) 5 30
Drone Navigation (300x200) 10 20
Autonomous Driving and ADAS (640x480) 15 90

mainly come from the core power. In-order cores with BLADE in-cache computing has the least
power, as compared to OoO cores, as well as the in-order cores without BLADE. In summary,
this situation leads to low-power ARM in-order cores with BLADE to match the performance of
high-performance ARM OoO cores with 54% less energy budget.

Therefore, for the video encoding portion of video analytics, we will be using ARM64 bit in-order
cores along with BLADE in-cache computing engine, as it produces the best energy efficiency and
area occupancy, while achieving the required 24 FPS. All the cores in the system are 100% utilized.
Hence, there cannot be any resource sharing.

6.2 MobileNet

MobileNet [20] is a state-of-the-art CNN used for image classification, with low computational
cost designed for deployment on mobile and edge devices. As image classification and detection
are necessary for video analytics, we will be using MobileNet for this purpose. The ARM ACL [5]
framework is used to deploy an ARM optimized version of MobileNet, which we use in our gem5-
X-based experiments to look into further architectural exploration and optimization choices.

MobileNet allows input image size of 224x224 pixels, whereas our three case-study scenarios in
Table 1 have 300x200 and 640x480 pixel resolution. As discussed in Section 3.3, each 300x200 and
640x480 frame is split into 2 and 6 images of 224x224 pixels as inputs to MobileNet, respectively.
Therefore, the resulting FPS requirement for MobileNet is higher, as shown in Table 4.

6.2.1 Performance Comparison - CPU vs. GPU. GPUs are increasingly being used both in train-
ing and inference of the CNNs architectures due to their high-performance capability of processing
vectored data, making them a perfect fit for CNNs [27, 62]. Then, as our case-study scenarios in-
volve edge devices, we looked into energy-efficient GPUs for mobile and edge computing.

Nvidia Jetson Nano is low-power state-of-the-art GPU designed for artificial intelligence (AI)

tasks on embedded and edge devices [41]. We compare the performance and energy consumption
for MobileNet inference between ARM in-order cores, OoO cores, and Jetson Nano. The Nvidia
Jetson Nano platform [40, 41] comes with 128 Nvidia Maxwell GPU cores integrated with 4 ARM
Cortex A-57 cores. Furthermore, the Nvidia Jetson Nano has better software support, as com-
pared to other platforms such as ARM Mali GPU [7] and Ethos NPU [6]. It can run the networks
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Fig. 13. MobileNet performance and energy comparison.

implemented in Tensorflow directly and has the optimized versions of the networks in
TensorRT[39], an optimized framework to deploy CNNs on Nvidia GPUs. MobileNet is deployed
on Jetson Nano using the Nvidia TensorRT framework [39]. The energy statistics on Jetson Nano
are collected using the Nvidia tegrastats utility. Jetson Nano is set to its high-performance mode
(10 W mode) with its 128 GPU cores operating at 921 MHz. The CPU and GPU in the Jetson Nano
are in separate power domains [40], and in high-performance mode, the power rails VDD_CPU
and VDD_GPU for CPU and GPU, respectively, are both set to 1.322 V. These power rails only ac-
count for the CPU and GPU compute cores of Jetson Nano and not any other peripherals or I/Os,
as they are in separate power domains. Both ARM in-order and OoO cores are configured in gem5-
X to operate at 2 GHz with 32 KB L1 instruction and data cache. The LLC is configured to 1 MB
for 4 cores. As we will discuss later in Section 6.2.2, MobileNet performance scales linearly with
multiple threads on multi-core system up to 4 cores. Hence, for an 8-core simulation, we launch
two instances of Mobilenet, each using 4 cores independently, so the performance scales with core
count. Thus, we use a clustering approach that we discuss in detail in Section 6.2.2. Then, HBM2 is
used as memory instead of DDR4, which is an architectural optimization that we discuss in detail
in Section 6.2.3.

Figure 13 shows the performance in terms of FPS achieved by MobileNet on different architec-
tures. This figure shows that ARM 8 in-order and 4 OoO cores surpass the performance of Jetson
nano by 3.3% and 11%, respectively. Hence, 4 OoO cores achieves the highest performance. The rea-
son as to why the lower number of ARM CPU-based system matches or outperforms Jetson Nano
comes from the fact that ARM CPU-based system is operating at 2 GHz, whereas, Jetson Nano
GPU-based platform with 128 GPU cores is operating at 921 MHz. Regarding energy comparison,
we computed the energy for processing 21 MobileNet images. Jetson Nano consumes the highest
energy, as can be seen in Figure 13, whereas OoO cores are the most energy-efficient. OoO cores
are 27% more energy-efficient as compared to Jetson Nano and 6% in comparison to 8 in-order
cores. The energy of 8 in-order cores is the same as 4 in-order cores, as 8 in-order cores achieve
double the FPS (half the execution time) in comparison to 4 in-order cores. Overall, OoO cores with
HBM2 are the best both in terms of performance and energy efficiency for processing MobileNet.
Jetson Nano consumes more energy in comparison to ARM CPU-based system, because the high
number of GPU compute cores (128 cores) in Jetson contribute largely towards the high energy
consumption [19]. Secondly, the energy for the Jetson Nano platform includes the GPU energy as
well as the 4 ARM Cortex-A57 cores, which are mostly idle and not used for the actual computation
of the MobileNet CNN, but are used as the host cores for the GPU. As these cores are mostly idle,
their static energy adds to the total energy of the Jetson Nano platform.

6.2.2 MobileNet Scaling and Clustering. To achieve higher FPS, e.g., 90 FPS for an ADAS system,
more cores are required to process the images, as well as the use of multiple threads with one thread
per core. Therefore, we investigate how MobileNet scales with the number of cores.

We find that FPS scales linearly up to 4 cores, however, after that, the performance does not
scale up with core counts and number of threads. This is due to the fact that, since MobileNet is a
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Fig. 14. Clustered architecture for multiple MobileNet instances.

Fig. 15. MobileNet FPS scaling with core count (OoO) for HBM2 (8-Ch) and DDR4 with different number of

channels. The horizontal lines are the threshold that should be met for scenarios in Table 1.

lightweight network, the cost of sharing data among higher number of cores affects the perfor-
mance per core, thus suppressing the overall performance.

To overcome this issue of scaling, we launch multiple independent MobileNet instances, with
each instance using a maximum of 4 cores. Hence, we instantiate 4 core clusters in gem5-X, each
with its own LLC, so there is no thrashing in the cache. The clustered architecture with three
clusters is shown in Figure 14.

6.2.3 Architecture Exploration - Results and Analysis. For the compute side optimization of Mo-
bileNet, we already concluded in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 that ARM OoO cores are the best in terms
of compute core performance, and that to use clustering for parallel processing and launching
separate instance of MobileNet on each cluster.

Next, regarding the memory side exploration, we consider 8-channel high bandwidth mem-

ory (HBM2), as CNNs are memory-intensive applications due to weight and bias accesses of the
network. For our three-video analytics application case-study scenarios, we need to meet the FPS
requirement for the visual recognition portion, as in Table 4. Hence, we run experiments with
ARM OoO cores at 2 GHz, with the architecture shown in Figure 14, both with DDR4 and HBM2
memory types.

Figure 15 shows that 4 OoO cores with HBM2 meets the FPS requirement for drone naviga-
tion and surveillance scenarios, whereas, 4 OoO cores with DDR4 (1 to 4 channels) only meet
the FPS requirement for drone navigation. However, using HBM2 instead of DDR4 results in
energy benefit of up to 21%, as shown in Figure 16(b). For ADAS and autonomous smart cars,
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Fig. 16. MobileNet performance and energy benefit of using HBM2 (8-Ch) over DDR4 with different number

of channels for OoO cores.

where the requirement is 90 FPS, we launch three instances of MobileNet, each on a 4-core cluster.
Figure 15 shows that 12 OoO cores with HBM2 meet the 90 FPS requirement. Again, 12 OoO cores
with DDR4 (1 to 4 channels) fail to reach the required FPS. We also launch the experiments with 8
OoO cores with two MobileNet instances and see that it scales well with our clustering approach,
from 4-core to 8-core to 12-core systems.

Finally, we compare the percentage performance and energy benefit of using 8-channel HBM2
instead of DDR4, with number of channels varying from 1 to 4, for MobileNet. Figure 16(a) shows
that the performance benefit varies from 8% to 28%, as it scales with the number of cores as well as
with the number of DDR4 channels. Similarly, as shown in Figure 16(b), there are energy savings
of up to 32% for 12-core system when using HBM2 instead of single channel DDR4. The energy
savings when using HBM2 instead of 4-channel DDR4 is between 16% to 20%, depending on the
number of compute cores.

Therefore, ARM OoO core system with 8-channel HBM2 is the best-performing system both in
terms of performance and energy efficiency for MobileNet-based visual recognition tasks.

6.3 Video Analytics

Once the Kvazaar video encoding and MobileNet visual recognition kernels are independently
optimized for performance and energy efficiency, we move to Step 2 of the methodology in Figure 9.
Then, the global architectural optimization and exploration is performed with all the application
kernels co-allocated on the same platform, running in parallel. This can result in heterogeneous
architectures with different clusters, as each locally optimized architecture might be different from
one kernel to another, which share the crossbar interconnect and memory.

6.3.1 Heterogeneous Architecture. Figure 17 shows the heterogeneous architecture for the com-
plete video analytics application. There is a separate compute cluster for Kvazaar, with ARM in-
order cores and ISA extensions to use the in-cache computing engine, BLADE, integrated into the
L1-D. Similarly, there are multiple clusters for MobileNet with 4 ARM OoO cores per cluster. The
number of clusters depends on the required FPS. All of the clusters have their own LLC. HBM2
is used as the main memory in the system, as it offers more BW compared to DDR4 and it is nec-
essary for MobileNet to achieve the required FPS. All the cores and clusters are 100% utilized for
both the Kvazaar and MobileNet kernels. Hence, there will be no resource sharing between differ-
ent kernels in terms of compute cores and their components, as it will not benefit the application
performance. We will look into the performance and energy benefits of using HBM2 for Kvazaar
as well as the overall system in the next section.
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Fig. 17. Heterogeneous architecture for video analytics.

Fig. 18. Video Analytics FPS for Kvazaar and Mobilenet clusters for 300x200 resolution video for drone navi-

gation when using HBM2, DDR4, and on Hikey960 platform.

6.3.2 Architecture Exploration - Results and Analysis. For video analytics, our primary goal is to
meet the QoS and performance requirements as set out in Tables 1 and 4 and improve the energy
efficiency as much as possible. As there are three scenarios, one with a resolution of 300x200
pixels (drone navigation) and two with 640x480 pixels (surveillance and autonomous cars), we
will explore and discuss the results according to the video resolutions.

• 300x200 resolution: We concluded in Section 6.1.4 that 4 in-order cores at 2 GHz with
BLADE in-cache computing is the optimal architecture to meet 24 FPS requirement for the
Kvazaar video encoding part of video analytics. For visual recognition using MobileNet,
4 OoO cores at 2 GHz were optimal in terms of performance and energy to meet the FPS
requirement of 20 FPS for drone navigation, with HBM2 as the main memory. Hence, the
architecture in Figure 17 will have one Kvazaar cluster with 4 cores and LLC of 1 MB and
one Mobilenet cluster of 4 OoO cores.

Figure 19(a) shows that performance benefit of 10% and 16.6% for Kvazaar and MobileNet
clusters, respectively, when HBM2 is utilized instead of single-channel DDR4. The FPS values
for both clusters with HBM2 and DDR4 are shown in Figure 18. The performance benefit
is approximately 9% for both clusters when using HBM2 instead of 4-channel DDR4. We
also observe an energy benefit of 6% and 20.7% for Kvazaar and MobileNet, respectively,
when HBM2 is compared to single-channel DDR4. When compared to 4-channel DDR4, the
energy benefit is 2.5% and 18% for Kvazaar and MobileNet, respectively. The FPS requirement
of Kvazaar is that of 24 FPS, whereas that of MobileNet is 20 FPS, and we are above these
minimum requirements for both applications, as shown in Figure 18. Moreover, we also
compare our proposed architecture with HBM2 to commercially available ARM big.LITTLE
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Fig. 19. Percentage performance and energy benefit when using HBM2 (8-Ch) in comparison to DDR4 with

different number of channels and Hikey960 platform for video analytics of 300x200 resolution video for drone

navigation.

Hikey960 platform [1], which has 4 in-order and 4 OoO ARM cores. As shown in Figure
18, the Hikey960 achieves the least FPS, leading to 18% and 35% performance benefit of our
proposed architecture using HBM2 over Hikey960, for Kvazaar cluster and MobileNet cluster,
respectively, as shown in Figure 19(a). With regards to energy, we achieve 18% and 43%
energy savings over Hikey960, for Kvazaar and MobileNet clusters, respectively, as shown
in Figure 19(b).

To further optimize the architecture, we use Step 2 of our optimization methodology to
optimize for energy efficiency, as we have already met the performance requirements. Both
kernels scale linearly with frequency. Hence, we reduce the frequencies of both clusters to
meet minimum performance requirements, therefore, enabling more energy savings. Reduc-
ing the frequency of Kvazaar 4-core cluster from 2 GHz to 1.72 GHz results in an energy
saving of 32% while achieving 24 FPS. Similarly, for the MobileNet cluster, we reduce the
frequency from 2 GHZ to 1.2 GHz, resulting in an energy saving of 59%.

• 640x480 resolution: For the 640x480 resolution, two case-study scenarios exist. First, one
of video surveillance with MobileNet requirement of 30 FPS. Second, autonomous cars and
ADAS with MobileNet are used for image recognition with a requirement of 90 FPS. The
video encoding for both scenarios is required to execute at 24 FPS. Hence, as discussed in
Section 6.1.4, a 10-core in-order cluster at 2 GHz with BLADE is instantiated for Kvazaar, with
HBM2 as main memory instead of DDR4. For MobileNet clusters, a 4-core OoO cluster at
2 GHz meets the 30 FPS requirement and three 4-core clusters meet the 90 FPS requirement,
as discussed in Section 6.2.3.

The performance benefit of 10-core Kvazaar cluster varies from 6.5% to 10.5% when using
HBM2 instead of single-channel DDR4, while meeting the 24 FPS requirement, as shown
in Figure 20(a), and between 2.8% to 4.3% when comparing HBM2 to 4-channel DDR4. We
can see that the percentage benefit of the Kvazaar cluster for 640x480 resolution video, when
HBM2 is being used instead of DDR4, is less as compared to 300x200 video resolution as in
Figure 20(a). The reason being that, the higher the resolution, the more efficiently BLADE
in-cache computing and caching is used as compared to lower resolution video. Hence,
lower BW utilization of main memory and less performance benefit. The corresponding
energy savings of using HBM2 for the Kvazaar cluster is between 6% to 10% and 2.6% to
3.3%, in comparison to single-channel and quad-channel DDR4, respectively, as depicted in
Figure 20(b). For the MobileNet clusters, the performance as well as energy efficiency scale,
as we increase the 4-core clusters from 1 to 3 for surveillance and ADAS, respectively. The
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Fig. 20. Video analytics for 640x480 resolution video for video surveillance and autonomous cars and ADAS

systems. 10-core Kvazaar cluster is used for video encoding in both scenarios. A 4-core OoO cluster is used

for MobileNet in case of surveillance, and three 4-core OoO clusters are used for autonomous cars and ADAS.

performance improvement of using HBM2 is up to 30% with a corresponding energy bene-
fit of 30% in comparison to single-channel DDR4. When compared to 4-channel DDR4, the
performance and energy benefits of using HBM2 are up to 12% and 10%, respectively, for
the MobileNet clusters. Comparing the results of MobileNet cluster in Figure 20 to that of in
Figure 19, it can be observed that the performance and energy savings are higher for three
4-core MobileNet clusters when it is co-allocated with Kvazaar than when it is standalone.
This is because, when more applications are being allocated on a single platform sharing
the same memory, the memory BW requirements increase, which HBM2 serves better than
DDR4.

The overall energy reduction when using HBM2 instead of DDR4 is due to the fact that
HBM2 not only has lower energy per access in comparison to DDR4 [31, 43], but also en-
ables faster memory access via eight memory channels. The faster access in turn implies
less stalling of the processor pipelines when waiting for data, resulting in overall energy
reduction. Table 5 summarizes the core power, memory power, and execution time per frame
for both kernels of video analytics in drone navigation, surveillance, and ADAS scenarios.
We see that the runtime to process each frame is less when using HBM2 instead of DDR4.
Second, the memory power when using HBM2 is less as compared to when using DDR4.
Therefore, lower memory power and fast processing time for each frame (both for video en-
coding and MobileNet kernels) contributes to the energy benefits we see when using HBM2
instead of DDR4.

In these case-study scenarios for surveillance and autonomous cars, we do not use Step 2
of the methodology, as the performance requirements are just met with the proposed archi-
tectures. Thus, we cannot further reduce the frequency to optimize for energy, as we did in
the case of drone navigation, because this will degrade the performance below the minimum
requirement.

In summary, capitalizing on our new gem5-X simulation platform, we propose an optimized het-
erogeneous architecture for a video analytics application, composed of ARM in-order cores along
with BLADE in-cache computing engine being used for the video encoding portion and ARM OoO
core clusters for CNN-based image recognition with HBM2 as the main memory. This heteroge-
neous architecture meets all the performance requirements and at the same time is energy-efficient
in all the three case-study scenarios. In this case study, Step 2 of the methodology was used to op-
timize for energy by reducing the frequency for drone navigation scenario. Other than this, as the
two kernels of the application do not give rise to any conflicting requirements, hence, no tradeoffs
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Table 5. Time, Core Cluster Power (at 2 GHz) and Memory Power for Video Analytics Case-study Scenarios

Parameter Clustered Architecture with HBM2 Clustered Architecture with DDR4
Drone
Navigation

Surveillance ADAS Drone
Navigation

Surveillance ADAS

Time Kvazaar Frame
(ms)

35.45 38.11 39.47 39.29 40.76 42.83

Core Power Kvazaar
Cluster (W)

0.865 2.943 2.873 0.832 2.924 2.940

Time MobileNet
Frame (ms)

29.55 29.41 10.465 35.44 35.17 15.015

Core Power
MobileNet Cluster
(W)

4.490 4.738 14.215 4.723 4.732 15.645

Memory Power (W) 0.198 0.511 1.222 0.631 1.672 3.302

have to be made. Moreover, the methodology is generic and if an application requires further ar-
chitectural exploration during Step 2, it can be performed. For instance, in case of different kernels
of the application running on different cores, when allocated together on a single system, they
might all share the same LLC. In that case, the strategy to follow in Step 2 would be to optimize
LLC size to fit the working dataset of all kernels. In another instance, the memory requirement
for individual kernels might be sufficient, but when co-allocated, the application might run out of
memory. Thus, in Step 2, we will select appropriate memory size, forcing us to even change the
memory technology being used, as some memories like the 3D stacked HBM2 are limited in terms
of the memory size, as compared to traditional DDR4 memories. Therefore, Step 2 of the method-
ology can be used to optimize the architecture for the compute and memory sub-systems in cases
when conflicting requirements arise after co-allocating all the kernels of the application together,
in addition to the tuning of core frequencies for optimal performance and energy. Furthermore, the
two-step methodology is generic and not specific to any application or application domain. It can
be used to explore and optimize architecture for any application domain. The advantage of using
the methodology for a general-purpose CPU-based system is that it gives an optimized architec-
ture for the application domain and is not specific to an application. This enables updating the
application or replacing the application or one of its kernels with a better application or kernel,
which is not possible in ASICs, as they are application-specific. This has been demonstrated by
using MobileNet for image classification kernel in this work, instead of AlexNet, which was used
in our previous work in Reference [50]. From Figure 19, we can see that using an 8-core system
with 4 cores allocated to Kvazaar and 4 cores for MobilNet, the performance benefit of using HBM2
instead of DDR4 is up to 10% and 16.6% for Kvazaar and MobileNet, respectively, in comparison to
7.72% and 8.35% performance benefit for Kvazaar and AlexNet, respectively, in the previous work
in Reference [50], in a similar 8-core system.

7 CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented the new gem5-X simulation platform to enable exploration of
many-core heterogeneous architectures to optimize performance and energy consumption in new
emerging dynamic applications, such as CNNs for image classification and multi-view video encod-
ing. Compared to gem5, the latest version presented in this article of gem5-X supports validated
ARMv8 in-order and OoO cores in FS mode with a validation error of up to 4%. Also, gem5-X sup-
ports multiple heterogeneous ARMv8 cores along with heterogeneous memories including DDR4
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and the new 3D stacked HBM2 in FS mode, completely integrated and tested, which gem5 does not
support straight out of the box. In addition to heterogeneous compute cores, gem5-X enables ex-
ploration of clustering configurations of compute cores. Moreover, gem5-X supports accelerators
to be integrated within the system like the BLADE in-cache computing engine by capitalizing on
an ISA extension support. Furthermore, in comparison to gem5, gem5-X enables profiling support
using the gperf profiler, supports advanced check-pointing to help reduce the simulation turn-
around time, and comes with workload-automation (WA) to enable file sharing between host
machine and the simulated system. All in all, in this work, we have proposed a new two-step ar-
chitectural exploration and optimization methodology of new many-core architectures for new
dynamic applications and benchmarks.

Using the system configuration capabilities of our new gem5-X framework and exploration
methodology for many-core systems, we have analyzed the benefits of HBM2 vs. DDR4 in the
STREAM benchmark. Then, real-time video analytics was used as a complete case-study applica-
tion to explore and optimize architectures in different execution scenarios. In particular, we have
used three scenarios of video analytics, namely, surveillance, drone navigation, and autonomous
cars and ADAS, for architecture exploration and optimization, as each has different performance
requirement. In the end, thanks to gem5-X and our exploration methodology, an optimal clustered
heterogeneous architecture with ARM in-order cores cluster along with a BLADE in-cache com-
puting engine embedded within L1-D cache was defined as optimal option to process the video
encoding kernel, as well as an OoO core cluster was included to process the CNN-based image
classification kernel. Overall, gem5-X allows to select the right number of clusters and their oper-
ating frequencies for different case-study scenarios according to the performance requirement in
each case. Furthermore, on the memory side, gem5-X proved that the use of HBM2 for the video
analytics application led to both performance and energy benefits of up to 30%, compared to simi-
lar DDR4-based system. Hence, we demonstrated that using gem5-X enables a truly complete and
fast design space exploration for many-core architectures.

The gem5-X simulation framework is open-sourced to the community, enabling out-of-the-box,
fast simulation of many-core ARM 64-bit heterogeneous architectures with innovative architec-
tural extensions. It is readily available for download online in this link: https://esl.epfl.ch/gem5-x.
[48]. A technical reference manual for gem5-X has also been published online [47], which includes
a quick-start guide as well as instruction on how to use different architectural extensions and sup-
port enhancements in gem5-X.
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